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Yun Chujiu asked An Feng to accelerate at full speed. An Feng’s flying spirit tool was much more 

advanced than that of Heavenly Gates Sect. In addition, they set off after Yun Chujiu, so they were at 

least six hours behind. 

 

“An Feng, I’ll be here! Go back and tell the gigolo that if he doesn’t come and apologize to me, I won’t 

forgive him!” Yun Chujiu raised her neck and said proudly. 

 

“Miss Jiu, I understand. Please take care of yourself. I’m leaving!” An Feng smiled bitterly. ‘Why should I 

leave? I still have to protect you in secret!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu nodded and got down from the flying spirit tool. She hopped toward the mountain gate of 

Spirit Radiance Sect. The few disciples guarding the gate immediately recognized Yun Chujiu. 

 

“Junior Sister Yun, you really didn’t die? That’s great! We said that you’d definitely be fine!” The disciple 

guarding the gate and Yun Chujiu were the same batch of disciples who entered the sect. They were 

very impressed by Yun Chujiu’s heroic move during the mystic realm trial. Moreover, Yun Chujiu was 

now a successor disciple, so everyone naturally had good intentions toward her. 

 

Yun Chujiu smiled sweetly at everyone. “Thank you for your concern, Senior Brothers. I have something 

important to as the sect leader. I’ll chat with you guys another day!” 

 

A disciple looked at Yun Chujiu’s bouncing silhouette and said, “I just realized that Junior Sister Yun is 

actually very beautiful! Especially when she smiles, I feel like my heart is about to jump out!” 

 

“Yeah, I remember that Junior Sister Yun was dark and skinny, but how come she has become so 

beautiful now? And she has also grown a lot taller!” 

 

“Sigh, I heard that Junior Sister Yun has hooked up with some Young Master Di. The backing behind that 

guy is astonishing. I guess he gave Junior Sister Yun some beauty pills or something.” 



 

… 

 

Yun Chujiu’s spiritual power was much higher than theirs. Hearing their words, she could not help but 

twitch her lips. ‘Hmph, I’m a natural beauty! What does this have to do with the gigolo?!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu felt that her walking speed was too slow, so she sat on the chopping board and staggered to 

the outside of the living room. 

 

“Master! Master! Little Jiu is back!” Yun chujiu shouted loudly before she entered the living room. 

 

The people in the room had high spiritual power, so they had long noticed that someone was coming. 

When they saw the little girl who jumped in, they were happy and angry, yet curious and inquisitive. 

 

Master Xuanyuan and the others were naturally surprised and happy. If Elder Qu had not been worried 

about her, he would have rushed up and hugged Yun Chujiu and cried. 

 

As there were outsiders present, it was not convenient for them to ask. Master xuanyuan coughed and 

said, “Yun Chujiu, although you’ve returned safely and are very happy, you should not be so unruly! 

Don’t you see that there are guests here?” 

 

“Everyone, this is the truw disciple of Elder Sun Bozhong, Yun Chujiu. She went out to train a month ago, 

but she actually got lost. She’s young, and her spiritual power is low. Her master has also been in 

secluded cultivation. As elders, we naturally pamper her a little. We aren’t that strict with her,” Master 

Cuanyuan explained. However, he did not ask Yun Chujiu to greet the three of them. What a joke! She 

was Spirit Radiance Sect’s Little Ancestor. It was considered a favor that he did not make them greet 

each other! 

 

Yun Chujiu blinked her eyes and glanced at the three people sitting at the head of the guest seat. 

 



Other than the sect leader of Heavenly Gates Sect, Du Guyi, there was also a middle-aged woman with a 

cold appearance and a Daoist priest with a sage-like demeanor. They must be fairy Yu Mei from Bixiao 

Palace and Daoist Priest Zhenyi from Immortal Sword Sect. 

 

Yun Chujiu smiled at the three of them innocently and sweetly. “Greetings, sect leaders! It’s been a long 

time since we last met, Sect Leader Du. That Scarlet Dawn Silk that you gave me as a greeting gift has 

helped me a lot!” 

 

After saying that, Yun Chujiu looked at Fairy Yumei and Daoist Zhenyi with a smile… 

 


